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Materials are derived from nature and have been around us throughout history. They 
have provided artists with boundless creativity and inspiration. As a natural spiritual 
gratification, design art thinking is a visual medium for materials and plays an 
important role in the artistic creation of design; it builds an emotional bond between 
human beings, society and nature. The material language emphasizes the flexible 
utilization and expression of materials in art design; its significance does not only 
consists in intuitive visual gratification or general understanding of the materials used, 
but also in the artist’s deeper exploration into the material’s intrinsic properties, 
potential functions and aesthetic values. In so doing, the artist should be able to tap 
into the aesthetic potentiality of the material being employed, and incorporate it into 
the creation of art design. The present paper views the material language as an 
independent aesthetic element and first examines how it is used in art design to 
express different artistic values and pursuits with a view to unraveling the underlying 
functions and principles of artistic creation. Then, the paper explores the use and 
expression of the material language in the design of books, and discusses the 
significance of material use and the means the material language can enhance the 
aesthetic and spiritual values in the design of modern books. The aim of the current 
paper is to provide insights and new thoughts on the use of the material language in 
book designs in the future.  
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① 视觉设计 期刊《论材料语言在艺术设计创作中的运用》李星丽 



































































































































































                                                          








































材质名称 视觉肌理 触觉效果 
水 透明/清澈 轻柔/流动 
土 淳厚/扎实 粗糙/松软 
木 原始/质朴 坚硬 
















沙 细致 细腻/流动 
竹 直/挺拔 坚挺 
麻 质朴 粗糙/清凉 
藤 原始/自然 坚韧 
贝壳 活泼 坚硬 
稻草 质朴 柔韧 
















材质名称 视觉肌理 触觉效果 
玻璃 光滑 通透/流畅 
钢铁 反射光亮 冰冷/平滑 
塑料 轻巧/可爱 轻盈 
纸 细致 轻薄/脆 
布 亲和 柔软 
丝绸 质朴 光滑 
棉 温暖 柔软 
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